
CULTURAL
DYNAMICS
ASSESSMENTS
Maximize Your Hiring Success

Why CULTURE Matters in Your Organization

“Culture eats strategy for breakfast”
  - Peter Drucker, Renowned Management Consultant

“The thing I learned at IBM is that culture is everything”
  - Louis V. Gerstner, Jr, Former CEO IBM

CULTURE CORRELATES 
WITH PERFORMANCE

HEALTHY CULTURES ENABLE 
ORGANIZATIONS TO ADAPT

ATTENTION TO CULTURAL DYNAMICS 
HELPS AVOID HIRING TOXIC WORKERS

CULTURE IS INHERENTLY 
DIFFICULT TO COPY

“Employees who fit well with their organization, coworkers, and supervisor had greater job satisfaction,
were more likely to remain with their organization, and showed
superior job performance.” SOURCE: : Kristoff-Brown, Zimmerman, and Johnson, Personnel Psychology
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Assessments are implemented within a rigorous framework 
called a Cultural Blueprint. This Blueprint is divided into 
three tiers, and a Cultural Dynamics assessment can be 
targeted at specific tiers in any combination.

PLATFORM: Mobile (phone, tablet) 
                   or Notebook/PC

TIME: 15-30
          Minutes

VALIDATED LOCALLY

The Assessments
Presented in a highly-engaging visual/graphical style, 
Cultural Dynamics assessments are based on the most 
common values found across large enterprises (defined 
in behavioral terms):

 � Adaptability / Agility
 � Career Ambitions
 � Customer Focus
 � Diversity & Inclusion
 � Drive / Initiative
 � Engagement
 � Innovation
 � Integrity & Accountability
 � Learning Orientation / Risk Taking
 � Openness to Feedback
 � Quality Orientation
 � Results Orientation
 � Service Orientation
 � Teamwork

These scales are adapted (or new scales developed) 
to reflect each client’s specific culture and values so 
that an assessment truly reflects their unique nature.
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Primary Benefits
Manage high-volume screening of job candidates in an efficient, effective, legally defensible manner
 � Assessments are integrated into your recruitment process and can be taken at any time on a PC or mobile device
 � Results quickly identify where you should focus your discretionary recruiting efforts

Reduce Turnover / Improve Performance / Enhance Diversity
 � By hiring candidates who are more likely to be comfortable and “fit” into your organization, job dissatisfaction is 

dramatically lowered
 � Assess cultural constructs that are predictive of performance in dynamic and evolving businesses (e.g., thirst for 

knowledge, curiosity, adaptability)
 � Expand traditional definitions of culture to include cultural contribution that embraces people with diverse 

background, experiences and characteristics
Enhance candidate experience
 � Assessments explain career opportunities and company benefits to candidates while gathering information from 

them, increasing their interest in pursuing positions
 � Graphical imagery, game-based design principles, company branding and friendly “guides” increase engagement
Identify candidates who will not simply PERFORM; they will THRIVE

Cultural Foundation: predicts a candidate’s ability to first 
learn and adapt to your existing culture
Cultural Alignment: predicts a candidate’s ability to align 
with and drive your company’s existing culture forward
Cultural Contribution: predicts a candidate’s ability to 
ultimately shape and/or create an expanded culture that 
supports your company’s strategic vision
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Exemplar Results
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MULTI-NATIONAL CPG 
COMPANY

Validation study positions 
company to REDUCE:

 � Cultural detractors by 
58%

 � Poor performers by 39%

GLOBAL 500 FOOD SERVICES 
COMPANY

 � Retention rate INCREASED by 
41%

 � 4-year turnover costs 
REDUCED by $51.4M

 � Avg Workers Comp claims 
REDUCED by 53%

RETAIL / CUSTOMER SERVICE 
COMPANY

 � Yearly turnover costs REDUCED by 
$2.2M

 � Poor performers REDUCED by 43%
 � Hiring manager time REDUCED by 
18%

Candidate Experience
A Cultural Dynamics assessment comes to life for candidates through a “JOURNEY” construct that provides a 
visually captivating user experience. While completing the assessment, candidates participate in a guided journey 
through your organization, where they will learn about you while you learn about them to the benefit of both sides.

 � Bold targeted graphics

 � Consistency with 
corporate marketing and 
branding

 � Engaging “storylines”

 � Encouraging “narrators”

 � Easy, enjoyable process

 � Immediate candidate 
feedback if desired
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